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NEW QUESTION: 1

Users are complaining of intermittent high packet loss for
seconds at a time. The engineer troubleshooting the issue finds
that a TenGigE link is bouncing for milliseconds at a time,
causing the traffic path to reconverge onto a congested
FastEthernet link. What can the engineer do to prevent this
service-affecting reconvergence only in the case of momentary
link bounces until the link can be repaired?
A. decrease the carrier-delay down on both sides of the link
B. decrease the carrier-delay up on both sides of the link
C. disable keepalives and BFD
D. increase the carrier-delay down on both sides of the link
E. increase the carrier-delay up on both sides of the link
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Joe, an employee, wants to show his colleagues how much he
knows about smartphones.
Joe demonstrates a free movie application that he installed
from a third party on his corporate smartphone. Joe's
colleagues were unable to find the application in the app
stores. Which of the following allowed Joe to install the
application? (Select TWO).
A. Tethering
B. Sideloading
C. Rooting/jailbreaking
D. Near-field communication
E. Ad-hoc connections
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Once the models have been generated, model performance
indicators, plots and modeling reports in HTML format
facilitate
viewing and interpretation of the data modeling results. Once
the
models have been validated, you can apply them to :
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. A new, complete dataset or application dataset
B. System authentication is to be used through Pluggable
Authentication Module (PAM). Access to Linux System account
password required root privileges.
C. One or more specific observations taken from your database
Answer: A,C
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